
 

2019 Table Shoots 
Check Newsletter / Facebook for Shoot Dates and Times! 

Be at the range & setup before Noon! 
What is a table shoot?  A table shoot is much like a chunk 

gun shoot except the matches are fired seated from a club 

supplied stool, table and a pyramid of stacked 2” x 4” 

blocks to support the muzzle.  The rest may be covered 

with no more than 2 layers of cloth or leather to protect 

finish of rifle.  No double rest will be allowed.  The rear 

portion of the rifle must be supported by the shooter. 
 

The ten individual match X-targets are shot at 30 yards.  Shooter may supply their 14” x 14” or 

smaller spotter or aiming point to cover each X target.  One shot per target and each target is scored 

by measured distance from the center of the X to center of their shot.  The smallest measurement 

wins the match.  Before the matches each shooter may have (3) three sighting shots.  Ten targets will 

be shot and scored individually with a cash payback for each target and for the tightest total 

measurement.    For more information:  targetx.boardhost.com  -   
 

Open Class – Traditional hunting or target 

percussion or flintlock rifles.  13 pounds or less.  

NMLRA Rule 5010 front site.  AMS Rear – No 

adjustments after start of the match.  Traditional 

patched round ball.  10 matches @ 30 yards -  $5 

 

Hunter Class – Traditional hunting side-lock 

percussion or flintlock rifles.  10 pounds or less.   

Any caliber, “provisions” for a ramrod, Open sights 

& patched round ball. 10 matches @ 30 yards -  $5 

Awards for both classes are Quarters -  

Quarter Pot for each Match – Bring lots of Quarters 

 

Side Turkey Head Re-entry matches at 50 yards any 

position and 25 yards Offhand Only.  Hunter Class 

Rifle Rules:  $2.00 to get in and $1.00 per re-entry. 

60% Payback to the Shooters. 

 

 
 

http://mocobps.com/FOML.htm 

 

Mary Dale richardnmarys@yahoo.com (816) 255-5631 

Richard Brinkman  rhbrink@Hotmail.com (816) 200-9662 

Dwayne Sumpter dwaynesumpter@aol.com (816) 500-2993 
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Rules for Table Shoots: 
 

  Table Rifle:  The rifle may be either flint or percussion ignition, of either the traditional hunting or traditional 

target type, or as specified in the program, with no limit as to caliber. The rifle may not weigh than more than 13 

pounds unloaded, including all apparatuses which will be on the rifle at the time of firing. The rifle may not be 

equipped with a pistol grip, inline action, false muzzle or rubber recoil pad. 

  Sights:  Open Front Sight:  May be a blade, pin-head, post or barleycorn. The match program will state if it can be 

shaded or not- A globe-style front sight with a post blade is considered an open front sight with a sun shade. Rear 

sights must be of the following: open notch or peep sight. Peep sights may have an adjustable iris. However, it may 

not contain a system of lenses, including but not limited to color polarization or magnification. No tube sights. 

Adjustable rear sights will be allowed on the rifle but may not be adjusted after the competition begins. 

  Shooting Position:  All shooters will use a common table or tables and seat provided by the range. The muzzle 

will be supported by a pyramid of 2X4s provided by range. The rest may be covered with no more than 2 layers of 

cloth or leather to protect finish of rifle. No double rest will be allowed, the rear portion of the rifle must be supported 

by the shooter 

  Target Scoring:  The match will be scored by string measure. 

From the center of the X to the center of each shot hole, shortest 

total string measure wins. 

  Paper Spotters:  Will be made by the shooter and may be of a 

size no larger than, 14” X 14”, any shape, or color. The spotters may 

be pinned, stapled, or taped to the target the way the competitor 

wishes. 

  Target Distance:  The targets will be hung at a distance of 30 

yards in front of the firing line. 

  Cant blocks, Sand bags or other devices intended to stabilize the 

rifle; shooting mitts, shooting coats or wind reading devices will not 

be allowed. 

  Spotting Scopes:  Are allowed & May be placed behind the 

loading area, and in a manner as not to interfere with other 

competitors and may not be placed on the shooting table. 

 

These matches run at a set start time, don’t be late.  The start time will be noon.  Please be at the 

range and setup ready to go for the noon start time! 

 

At the Table Shoots there is an optional Turkey Head five shoot side match after the table shoot.  

The target may be shot at either 25 yards offhand or 50 yards any position.  This will be a reentry 

match and you best score counts.  Entry and reentry fee is $1.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


